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Oracle BAM 11gR1 Handbook: Your essential BAM
sidekick for monitoring, alerting, and application
best practices with Oracle Business Activity
Monitoring
By Pete Wang

Shroff Publishers & Distributors Pvt. Ltd., 2012. Softcover. Condition: New. What you will learn from
this book Dive straight into understanding BAM architecture and key concepts for building
applications Gain practical experience with BAM securities topics, such as setting up an external
LDAP server, enabling SSL, managing policies and application roles Become acquainted with
various technologies and best practices for moving business data to BAM Tackle various BAM HA
configuration best practices Get started with ADF-based views Learn BAM testing methodologies
and how to perform load testing for your BAM applications Get to grips with various report design
considerations and best practices Take your knowledge further by troubleshooting and tuning your
BAM applications with an accompanying case study In Detail An integral component of Oracle SOA
and BPM Suite, Oracle BAM (Business Activity Monitoring) ultimately empowers business executives
to react quickly to changing business situations. BAM enables business service and process
monitoring through real-time data streaming and operational reports, and this book helps you to
take advantage of this vital tool with best practice guidance for building a BAM project. ?Oracle
BAM 11gR1 Handbook? is an essential companion for advancing your BAM knowledge, with
troubleshooting and performance tuning tips to...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edg a r Witting
This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Da yton Str a cke I
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